
Rescued 
 
 
Hazel’s wrinkled hands nervously smoothed the folds of her favorite cotton dress as she 
gazed out her sunny living room window.   Her ride would arrive, in just a few minutes, 
to whisk off to the celebration in her honor at Rush Park.   She chuckled at the irony of 
life; just three months before, at the age of eighty-seven, she was making a hasty 
descent on the downward slope of life.  But just look at her now...she was definitely not 
the same woman.  Her blue eyes twinkled and a smile feathered her lips as she recalled 
that innocuous summer night, that had so dramatically changed her life just eight weeks 
ago.  
 
Harold’s death the previous year left Hazel with an ache so deep it permeated her very 
soul.  After sixty three years of marriage the void was made worse by the fact their three 
grown children were spread halfway around the world leaving long lonely days.  Hazel 
had gradually slipped into a dark hole; rarely venturing outside, no longer bothering to 
brush her thin white hair, and often neglecting to eat.  Oh, she knew her neighbors 
found her reclusiveness a bit odd but like everything else that had once mattered, she 
no longer cared. 
 
Life had been such an adventure when she and Harold were together.  Filled with 
youthful ambition and a master plan for their future, they had purchased their brand-new 
Rossmoor home built on what had once been dusty beet fields ripe with rosy 
dreams.  Goodness knows, they had had their dreams too; a loving family, a loyal dog, 
and caring friends to share joys and sorrows on tree-shaded streets.  Funny though, 
how quickly the years danced by leaving nothing more than hazy memories, as elusive 
as vapor trails spreading across an evening sky. 
 
Hazel’s self-imposed isolation convinced her there just wasn’t much to look forward to 
anymore but faster than she could say, “Jiminy Cricket” self-pity was about to be erased 
by a larger-than-life Golden Retriever.    Hazel laughed out loud when she recalled the 
spring morning she shuffled outside in worn slippers to retrieve her mail and suddenly 
was assaulted by an exuberant mass of flying fur.  She vaguely remembered her new 
neighbors saying something about having a dog, however, she hadn’t paid much 
attention to them since she obviously wasn’t interested in making small talk.   Hazel 
tried shooing the pesky dog away but it didn’t seem to want to leave; capitulating, she 
reluctantly reached over and gave the wiggling dog a cursory pat on its head.  Bandit 
looked right up at her lovingly and Hazel couldn’t say for sure but thought for just an 
instant Bandit’s tail wagged in approval.  Laurie Abbot appeared, apologized for Bandit’s 
brief escapade and then the two of them headed home. 
 
Surprisingly, Bandit began showing up at Hazel’s mailbox each day patiently waiting for  
the old woman’s shaky hands to affectionately pat her on the head or scratch her 
behind the ears.  Hazel had worked hard at remaining detached and prided herself on 
her initial success in doing so.  However Bandit’s imploring eyes and wagging tail were 
just too much for Hazel to ignore and it wasn’t long before Bandit began to trot into the 



house taking up residence right beside Hazel’s favorite rocking chair.  It was amazing 
how the ice around Hazel’s heart began to melt and how quickly Bandit filled her house 
with joy. 

 
One warm summer night Hazel opened her bedroom window to let the cool evening 
breeze in as she prepared for bed.  Gazing in the mirror she discovered that her once 
empty blue eyes had begun to sparkle again.  Turning out the light, she drifted 
peacefully off to sleep after thanking God for her wonderful neighbors who generously 
shared Bandit.   In the middle of the night Hazel suddenly awakened with an ominous 
feeling that something was terribly wrong.  Lying very still she heard it again...Bandit’s 
unmistakable, urgent barking coming from the Abbots’ backyard.  She hobbled to her 
window and saw a bright light flickering from their kitchen and realized flames were 
everywhere!  Grabbing her phone she dialed 911 and as quickly as her aged legs would 
carry her ran next door and pounded on the Abbots’ door.  Awakened, they rushed 
outside to safety just as the fire department arrived.  Dazed and confused, with Bandit 
licking their frightened faces, they huddled together in the dark of the night proclaiming 
Hazel an angel who saved them.   However, Hazel insisted had it not been for Bandit’s 
barking she would never have awakened and discovered the danger.  Laurie Abbott 
looked at Hazel strangely saying it couldn’t possibly have been Bandit since the dog 
had never left the foot of their bed until Hazel had awakened them. 
 
 
Bathed by summer sunlight streaming through the living room window Hazel and Bandit 
sat patiently waiting for their ride to the celebration.   Hazel knew the true hero that night 
was Bandit whose mysterious barking had awakened her thus saving the Abbots‘ lives. 
Intuitively, Bandit raised her head and affectionately nuzzled Hazel’s wrinkled 
hand.  Oh, she  knew without a doubt that Bandit had been given the perfect name for 
she had truly stolen Hazel’s heart while rescuing her as well.  She looked lovingly into 
Bandit’s brown eyes and wasn’t quite sure, but thought for just an instant, she might 
have seen Bandit smile in agreement. 

 


